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High Fidelity- 1982 Contains "Records in review."
The Liberation of Sound-Herbert Russcol 1972
The Libyan War 1911-1912-Andrea Ungari 2014-07-24 The war between Italy and the Ottoman Empire for possession of Cyrenaica and Tripolitania was a crucial event both for Italian domestic and foreign policy and for the
contemporary European balance of power. For Italian society the Libyan conflict was in many ways a dress rehearsal for the First World War. The propaganda campaign for the occupation of Libya, orchestrated around the myth of the
“Grande Italia” and the “Grande proletaria” had an important impact on the Italian political system, even more than the military operations, testing its stability and leading to violent debate not only between the parties, but also inside
the parties themselves. The essays brought together in this book illustrate the attitude of the political forces that were the main supporters of the Italian intervention in Libya, and the international context in which the war between Italy
and the Ottoman Empire came about. Using new sources or re-reading the sources already known with the insight gained from the passage of a hundred years, the authors reflect on a conflict that had profound repercussions for Italian
and European politics and contributed to ending the Belle Époque, raising in the minds of both the Italian and European public the specter of a new war in Europe.
The First World War from Tripoli to Addis Ababa (1911-1924)-Silvia Bruzzi 2018-10-08 For a long time now it has been common understanding that Africa played only a marginal role in the First World War. Its reduced theatre of
operations appeared irrelevant to the strategic balance of the major powers. This volume is a contribution to the growing body of historical literature that explores the global and social history of the First World War. It questions the
supposedly marginal role of Africa during the Great War with a special focus on Northeast Africa. In fact, between 1911 and 1924 a series of influential political and social upheavals took place in the vast expanse between Tripoli and
Addis Ababa. The First World War was to profoundly change the local balance of power. This volume consists of fifteen chapters divided into three sections. The essays examine the social, political and operational course of the war and
assess its consequences in a region straddling Africa and the Middle East. The relationship between local events and global processes is explored, together with the regional protagonists and their agency. Contrary to the myth still
prevailing, the First World War did have both immediate and long-term effects on the region. This book highlights some of the significant aspects associated with it.
The Compu-mark Directory of U.S. Trademarks- 1986
The Business of Music-Michael Talbot 2002 Is business, for music, a regrettable necessity or a spur to creativity? In the 11 essays in this text the authors wrestle with this question from the perspective of their chosen area of research.
Hi-fi in the Home-John Crabbe 1973
Buddhist Cosmology-晟·定方 1997 This extensively researched and illustrated volume offers Western readers a rare introduction to Buddhism's complex and fascinating views about the structure of the universe. The book begins by clearly
explaining classical cosmology, with its symmetrical, India-centered universe and multitudinous heavens and hells, and illuminates the cosmos's relation to the human concerns of karma, transmigration, and enlightenment. It moves on
to discuss the Mahayana conception of the universe as a lotus flower containing uncountable realms, each with its own buddha. Then, examining changes in the notions of hell and the gods, the author traces Buddhism's gradual shift
from a religion to a mythology. Throughout, treatment of Buddhism's historical, geographical, and doctrinal origins complements detailed cosmological descriptions. Finally, the author shows us how this ancient philosophy resembles the
modern scientific view of the cosmos, and how even today it can help us lead more fulfilling lives.
Diapason- 1983
Le Monde de la musique- 1981
The Book of Japanese Cooking-Emi Kazuko 1998-04 Surprisingly fast and easy-to-prepare recipes, home cooks will enjoy the healthy, natural flavors of Japanese cooking. Each recipe is fully illustrated with color photos and step-by-step
instructions.
The Musical Work-Michael Talbot 2000-05-01 Like literature and art, music has 'works'. But not every piece of music is called a work, and not every musical performance is made up of works. The complexities of this situation are
explored in these essays, which examine a broad swathe of western music. From plainsong to the symphony, from Duke Ellington to the Beatles, this is at root an investigation into how our minds parcel up the music that we create and
hear.
Diapason harmonie- 1991
Civilia-Ivor de Wolfe 2015-08-30 Civilia The End of Sub Urban Man is a facsimile reproduction of the title by the same name originally published in 1971 by The Architectural Press. Written by Ivor de Wolfe (pseudonym), the author of
Artifice books on architecture's The Italian Townscape (originally published by The Architectural Press), and somewhat notorious publisher behind The Architectural Review and The Architectural Press for nearly 50 years. Civilia The
End of Sub Urban Man, addresses "urban living" in the mid- to late twentieth century with reference to the impact of technology, new town planning, the death of the automobile, and a tongue-in-cheek attitude towards the then
contemporary issues informing the development of urbanism in both academe and the public imagination. At times bitingly critically, and at others, erudite, if not wholly politically correct, Civilia The End of Sub Urban Man is a
refreshing look back at 'cutting edge' developments in architecture and urbanism from the 1970s - with a surprising and relevance given our current situation.
Encyclopedia of Recorded Sound in the United States-Guy A. Marco 1993 This alphabetical reference covers the entire spectrum of the recording of sound, from Edison's experimental cylinders to contemporary high technology. The
major focus is on the recorded sound industry in the US, with additional material on Canada, Europe, Australia, and New Zealand. The coverage is particularly strong on the earliest periods of recorded sound history--1877-1948, the 78
rpm era and 1949-1982, the LP era. In addition to performers and their work, entries also cover important commercial organizations, individuals who made significant technical contributions, societies and associations, sound archives
and libraries, magazines, catalogs, award winners, technical topics, special and foreign terms, copyright laws, and other areas of interest. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
An Irish Working Class-Marilyn Silverman 2006-05 In An Irish Working Class, Marilyn Silverman explores the dynamics of capitalism, colonialism, and state formation through an examination of the political economy and culture of those
who contributed their labour. Stemming from the author's academic research on Ireland for over two decades, the book combines archival data, interviews, and participant observation to create a unique and intricate study of labourers'
lives in Thomastown, County Kilkenny, between 1800 and 1950. Political anthropology, Gramscian approaches to hegemony, and the work of social historians on class experience all inform Silverman's perspective in this volume.
Silverman explores the complex and changing consciousness, politics, and social relations of a cross-section of workers. These workers were employed in the mills, tanneries, artisanal shops, and retail outlets, and on the landed estates,
farms, and public works projects which typified this highly differentiated locality. In constructing the social history of workers in a particular place over time, An Irish Working Class makes an important contribution to Irish Studies,
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European historical ethnography, and the anthropology of working-class life.
The Wars before the Great War-Dominik Geppert 2016-11-03 Between 1911 and 1914, the conflicts between Italy and the Ottoman Empire, together with the Balkan wars that followed, transformed European politics. With contributions
from leading, international historians, this volume offers a comprehensive account of the wars before the Great War and surveys the impact of these conflicts on European diplomacy, military planning, popular opinion and their role in
undermining international stability in the years leading up to the outbreak of the First World War. Placing these conflicts at the centre of European history, the authors provide fresh insights on the origins of World War I, emphasizing
the importance of developments on the European periphery in driving change across the continent. Nation and empire, great powers and small states, Christian and Muslim, violent and peaceful, civilized and barbaric - the book
evaluates core issues which defined European politics to show how they were encapsulated in the wars before the Great War.
The Architecture of Aftermath-Terry E. Smith 2006 Publisher description
The Fight for Free Speech-Ian Rosenberg 2021-02-09 A user’s guide to understanding contemporary free speech issues in the United States Americans today are confronted by a barrage of questions relating to their free speech
freedoms. What are libel laws, and do they need to be changed to stop the press from lying? Does Colin Kaepernick have the right to take a knee? Can Saturday Night Live be punished for parody? While citizens are grappling with these
questions, they generally have nowhere to turn to learn about the extent of their First Amendment rights. The Fight for Free Speech answers this call with an accessible, engaging user’s guide to free speech. Media lawyer Ian Rosenberg
distills the spectrum of free speech law down to ten critical issues. Each chapter in this book focuses on a contemporary free speech question—from student walkouts for gun safety to Samantha Bee’s expletives, from Nazis marching in
Charlottesville to the muting of adult film star Stormy Daniels— and then identifies, unpacks, and explains the key Supreme Court case that provides the answers. Together these fascinating stories create a practical framework for
understanding where our free speech protections originated and how they can develop in the future. As people on all sides of the political spectrum are demanding their right to speak and be heard, The Fight for Free Speech is a
handbook for combating authoritarianism, protecting our democracy, and bringing an understanding of free speech law to all.
Helping Your Parents with Their Money Matters-Diana Joy Beal 2004 Australians are living longer than ever before ?if you?e one of the baby-boomer generation, your parents are probably getting on a bit and perhaps finding it difficult
to manage their financial affairs by themselves. Roles are reversed and suddenly you are responsible for your parents. The situation may become even more difficult when you lose one of your parents and have to help the other through
some confusing choices.In Helping Your Parents With Their Money Matters, Diana Beal tackles sensitive issues such as ongoing living arrangements, money matters and estate planning. She provides good, solid, practical information
about:* helping your parents hand over or share day-to-day control of their finances* investments and insurance* care available for elderly people who wish to remain in the family home* organising a parent? move to a granny flat,
retirement home, nursing home or hostel.
The Long Roll-Mary Johnston 1911 Donor is David L. Oslin, not Schaefer.
A Peaceful Frame of Mind-Publications International Ltd. 2016-11 Contains forty beautiful photos with inspiring quotes on the front and back of each page. Each page is perforated and sized perfectly for an 8.5" x 10" frame and is ready
to be removed from the book and hung on your wall. High quality 4-color printing creates vivid photos that complement the inspiring quotes.
The Rules of Attraction-Bret Easton Ellis 2010-06-09 From the bestselling author or Less Than Zero and American Psycho, The Rules of Attraction is a startlingly funny, kaleidoscopic novel about three students at a small, affluent liberalarts college in New England with no plans for the future--or even the present--who become entangled in a curious romantic triangle. Bret Easton Ellis trains his incisive gaze on the kids at self-consciously bohemian Camden College and
treats their sexual posturings and agonies with a mixture of acrid hilarity and compassion while exposing the moral vacuum at the center of their lives. Lauren changes boyfriends every time she changes majors and still pines for Victor
who split for Europe months ago and she might or might not be writing anonymous love letter to ambivalent, hard-drinking Sean, a hopeless romantic who only has eyes for Lauren, even if he ends up in bed with half the campus, and
Paul, Lauren's ex, forthrightly bisexual and whose passion masks a shrewd pragmatism. They waste time getting wasted, race from Thirsty Thursday Happy Hours to Dressed To Get Screwed parties to drinks at The Edge of the World or
The Graveyard. The Rules of Attraction is a poignant, hilarious take on the death of romance. The basis for the major motion picture starring James Van Der Beek, Shannyn Sossamon, Jessica Biel, and Kate Bosworth.
Perfecting Sound Forever-Greg Milner 2009-06-09 In 1915, Thomas Edison proclaimed that he could record a live performance and reproduce it perfectly, shocking audiences who found themselves unable to tell whether what they were
hearing was an Edison Diamond Disc or a flesh-and-blood musician. Today, the equation is reversed. Whereas Edison proposed that a real performance could be rebuilt with absolute perfection, Pro Tools and digital samplers now allow
musicians and engineers to create the illusion of performances that never were. In between lies a century of sonic exploration into the balance between the real and the represented. Tracing the contours of this history, Greg Milner
takes us through the major breakthroughs and glorious failures in the art and science of recording. An American soldier monitoring Nazi radio transmissions stumbles onto the open yet revolutionary secret of magnetic tape. Japanese
and Dutch researchers build a first-generation digital audio format and watch as their "compact disc" is marketed by the music industry as the second coming of Edison yet derided as heretical by analog loyalists. The music world
becomes addicted to volume in the nineties and fights a self-defeating "loudness war" to get its fix. From Les Paul to Phil Spector to King Tubby, from vinyl to pirated CDs to iPods, Milner's Perfecting Sound Forever pulls apart musical
history to answer a crucial question: Should a recording document reality as faithfully as possible, or should it improve upon or somehow transcend the music it records? The answers he uncovers will change the very way we think about
music.
Modern and Contemporary Libya-Anna Baldinetti 2003
Under Full Sail-Hergé 2009 Classic humour strips from the creator of Tintin, Herge. Laugh along with the hilarious adventures of two street urchins, Quick and Flupke, as they get into all kinds of scrapes. A must for fans and collectors
of Tintin. Under Full Sail: A bizarre camping trip, Flupke's career as an artist and a very good book feature in this volume. More tongue in cheek than The Adventures of Tintin, but still with the same distinctive artwork style that has
helped his classic children's characters sell over 230 million copies worldwide. Two of The Adventures of Tintin were adapted for the silver screen by Steven Spielberg and Peter Jackson in 2011.
The Department of Health and Human Services' Policy for Federal Workplace Drug Testing Programs-United States 1998
Dancing on the Edge-Stephen Poliakoff 2013-03-01 Dancing On The Edge is a five-part explosive new drama series for BBC2 set in the early 1930s following a black jazz band in London during times of extraordinary change.
Cold War Plans that Never Happened, 1945-91-Michael Kerrigan 2012 From building an electric fence between North and South Vietnam to building a US base on the moon - it may sound unlikely, but during the Cold War these
operations and others were seriously considered by both sides. This book tells the stories of some of the most secret and outrageous operations that were planned.
PEACE OF THE SOLOMON VALLEY-Margaret Hill 1860-1938 McCarter 2016-08-29 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Introduction to the History of Philosophy-Victor Cousin 1832 "The lectures of M. Victor Cousin possess an interest seldom to be met with in philosophical publications. It is certain that philosophical views and doctrines are no longer
regarded, on the continent of Europe, merely as subjects of literary curiosity or of elegant entertainment. For it is well known that they excite strong emotions of sympathy and approbation, and are listened to and read with that
attention and respect which is the most satisfactory evidence of a powerful conviction of their rationality and truth, by a very numerous class of intelligent and well informed young men, who may be fairly considered to represent the
flower of the rising generation in their respective countries. Philosophical lectures therefore assume, on this account, an importance which is in a great measure independent of the opinions which we ourselves may form of the truth or
fallacy of their contents. For although we may consider the principles which determine our own perceptions of truth, and the foundations upon which our own convictions rest, so firmly established as to be unwilling to submit them to
any further discussion or examination; yet most men naturally desire to understand the spirit and to know the principles of truth, by which the public opinion of contiguous nations is influenced, and may probably be ruled, at no very
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distant period. Nothing therefore that is likely to influence public opinion in France can be indifferent to the people of the United States. For if contiguity can be predicated of the spirit of different nations, as well as of their local position
in space, the French nation may, in the first sense of the word, be said to be nearer neighbors to the inhabitants of America, than to those of Great Britain; and besides this, the high rank among civilized nations, which is held by France,
as well as the powerful influence which the spirit of France is well known to exert on the state of public opinion throughout Europe, must necessarily render the peculiar qualities and character of that spirit at any particular epoch the
source of incalculable good or evil to all contemporary nations"--Preface. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2008 APA, all rights reserved).
Electronic Projects for Musicians-Craig Anderton 1980 Shows how to build a preamp, ring modulator, phase shifter, and other electronic musical devices and provides a basic introduction to working with electronic components
The Peninsular Journal Of Medicine And The Collateral Sciences, Volume 5-Anonymous 2019-03-24 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur,
that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant.
The Origins of the War of 1914-Luigi Albertini 1980
The Book of Romance (1902) (Illustrated) by Andrew Lang-Andrew Lang 2016-01-27 Andrew Lang (31 March 1844 - 20 July 1912) was a Scottish poet, novelist, literary critic, and contributor to the field of anthropology. He is best known
as a collector of folk and fairy tales. The Andrew Lang lectures at the University of St Andrews are named after him Lang was born in Selkirk. He was the eldest of the eight children born to John Lang, the town clerk of Selkirk, and his
wife Jane Plenderleath Sellar, who was the daughter of Patrick Sellar, factor to the first duke of Sutherland. On 17 April 1875, he married Leonora Blanche Alleyne, youngest daughter of C. T. Alleyne of Clifton and Barbados. She was (or
should have been) variously credited as author, collaborator, or translator of Lang's Color/Rainbow Fairy Books which he edited.
Talk to Yourself Like You Would to Someone You Love: A 6x9 Inch Matte Softcover Journal Notebook with 120 Blank Lined Pages and an Uplifting Positive-Getthread Granite Journals 2019-03-17 MINIMALIST AND STYLISH JOURNAL
Whether for your desk at home, your work or in your bag on the go this professionally designed 6x9 notebook provides the perfect platform for you to record your thoughts. This Journals pre-lined pages are ready and waiting to be filled.
DETAILS: 120 Blank Lined White Pages Simple Stylish Typographic Cover Art DIMENSIONS: 6x9 inches PERFECT FOR: Everyday Dairy Personal Journal Wedding Planning Work Lists Creative Doodles College Planning
Netsuke & Inro Artists, and how to Read Their Signatures-George Lazarnick 1982
Practical Electronic Musical Effects Units-R. A. Penfold 1994 While many facets of electronic projects construction have waxed and waned over the years, musical effects units have remained as popular as can be home constructed for
much less than the cost of an equivalent ready-made product. Also, some of the more weird and wonderful effects units fort the home constructor have no true commercial equivalents.
From Tinfoil to Stereo-Walter Leslie Welch 1994 Since its first publication in 1959, From Tinfoil to Stereo has been regarded as the bible of record and phonograph collectors. It investigates the individuals, the companies, and the legal
machinations that led to virtually every major development in the talking machine industry, up to the installation of sound on Hollywood stages and in movie theaters across the country. This edition contains many new photographs, most
taken between 1888 and 1912, that have never appeared in any publication.
The Illustrator 10 Wow! Book-Sharon Steuer 2002 Explains how to perform tasks including how to manage workflows between Illustrator and Photoshop 7, how to use live envelopes and warps, how to create photorealistic renderings,
and how to tint scans with Blending modes.
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